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The Utilization of Behavioral and Social Sciences
in Minority Group Education:

Implications

e_Prohlem

Some Critical

It is almost a cliche today, to state that the Amerc_an Public E u

tional Sys em has largely failed in its 0 the children of

low -status or oppressed minority groups. Tested academic achievement, on

the average, consistently found lagging behind gra_e expectancy. The

tendency to fall behind appears as early as the first grade, intensifies as

the child moves through the upper grades, such that by the 6th grade, the

average young inner-city dweller has fallen be'hind approximately ades in

. 1
mathematics and reading (Clark, 1970). Cursory thought is sufficient to

reveal that it is the existence of these groups, in terms of their values,

.that the larger society virtually ig-ores, while embracing those values re-

flectirig .the "White Anglo-;Saxon Ideal. Thus, there appearr to be a direct

relationship be leen the degree to which a group's Values, norms, life styles,

and life experiences are excluded froin-representation in the institutions of
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Apparently, the schools, as sub-systems of the larger societal system,

reflects the dominant tr nds of the society, vis-a-vis its powerless

minorities.

'Over the past several years, particularly with the advent of the "Vel

on Poverty" concept, increased attention has been given to this grave

natioiaa1 proble an increased emphasis reflected .11 che n merous inve

gations and studies of various groups; national civil rights organizations,

grass roots community groups government officials, Parents, Soci 1 and

Behavioral gejentists, Teachers, Educators, etc. Vumerous programs:

"educational .nri m nt," "demonstration,' "compensatory," "Pilot," etc.,

have been brouht to bear en this problem but,:fo 'the mbAt part these

efforts have not produced sustained improvement- in the'skills of reading

and mathe_ tits (Clark, 1970; Gordon and Wilkerson, 1966). The increased..

-.attention to the educational .needs o: these .thildren-has been ettompanied-by.

ore active rol in this domaIn on the part of behavioral and



Head Start and Pollow-Throu-h, and in private eiforts such an the "cra h

program11 of remedial reading at the Northsicle Center for Child Development

in New York desic7ned in 1955 by K. B. Clark, and the Clearifying Environ-

ments Project at tne University of _iittsburgh, designed by 0. K. Moore. It

-

is assumed that the behavioral and soci'l sciences have particular Contri-

butions to make toward the resolution of this dilemma. Presumably, those

with training in these fields can bring their knowled e and expertise,

theoretical, substantive and methodological, to hear upon theoretical and

applied problems in the education of members o mi ority groups.

this is the'case, at least three questions need explicit articulation:

(1) Whet specifically dp thes ,fields have to ibute,' currently, to ex-

plaaation and resolUtion of the problem. -(2).What potentially do they have

Contribu

-contributions?

A comprehensive

the space and t

What factors might hinder or facilitate maximum future

sponse to the first question would t ke us-fa- beyond

this paper ylowe

-011 1 ne.- W ile t e-perz. s: nt and cumulative educational underach e-ement
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of students in large inner-city areas is conceded, there is no consensus

as to cause or as to remedy. However, most currently offered theoretical

explanations tenC to locate the causal factors within the child and his

family, while excludin,, or minimizing Lhe chools and other instituti as

as determinants themselves. Th total spectrum of.theories offered in

explanation of undcrachic-cment in these groups can be subsUmed under five

category designations: biol gi al or racial, (2) physiol ai, (3)

demographic, (4) psychological, and (5) sociological. The ollowin section

presents a brief description and analysis of each nf the categories

2

explanation.

c3L2ats..aj or Racial E. ions

.-

The biological or racial explanations have probably been around the

longest, and ,are periodically brought forward to expl 1_ dif erence_ between
,'

members of the majority and those of oppres inority groups, -andto

juatify practices Ahith maintain these groups In positions of subjugation.

A notable historical example of tins operati n pertains to maintenance and

'ustification of the status of slavery (Stamps, 1 5 'These exp



in their crude aad sophisticated forms are racist in their ,ssertion that

black and other oppressed mino ity children, as a group, achieve below

whites because of their geiletic inferiority to whites. However, whatever

one. thinks of these explanations, they cannot be ignored because they are

part Of the fabric of American History, and a-6 consistent with contemporary

pattern of racism. Consequently such explanations have conside able

potential influence on those at decisive policy making lev _s.
-

A unique feature of these explanati is tn t they do not provide

for any form of external or post- atal manipulation to. prevent academic

retardation and to increase individual achievement. Explanations within

this-framework, as exemplified by Professor nsen 1969)-in his assessment

of the National Head Start effort, asert that.compensatory education

pro-ra-s_will not work, that desegr- io gill nOt work, that quality educa-

ttnal prograMs w 11 not work, and iMply that nothirig sh rt of biological

htrol car :beeffectiVe.

Numerous -cri icisms can be invoked against the validity of these

theo xes, ranging m those tha are obviotis, süchas criticisms focusing
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on the flaws in the definition of race, to the more analytic criticisms,

as exemplified by Valentine (1971) who asserts, that "any theory of el

or racial deficits of biological origin is un e.onstrable and seentificai1y

untestable,. in an ethnically plural and structurally discriminatory society.

The necessary separation of biological and socio-cu -ural factors is metho-

dologically impossible in this setting" (p. 1 . Clark (1970) points out

a mOst obvious flaw nevertheless, one which has not been highlighted before

namely, that these theories do not explainthc fact that low-income white

a

students in urban public schools are also, as a group, consistently retarded

in tested perforMSnce in academic subjects;

EhxLia1ag2:E.L.f2s.pj2_mg:..Lta.-aL

Physiological theories which focus on nebro ogical and-sensory d

ficienciCs, assert that the academic retardation.of poverty, stricken mino

up Children IS A corsequence of the byprbducts of Poverty and deprivation,

Knoblock and Pasamanic 1960) .have been leaders in the s udy
. .
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Obvlously t is theory wT11 exp ain academic retaijaLion in some es;

however, there is evidence that, even in extr,2me cases of mental retardation

and organic brain damage, when these children are taught in a supportive

educational situation and are accepted by their teachers, they make s riking

gains, both educational and personal (Kirh, 1958). There is danger in

ributing academic retardation to phys o oc-ical causes for oppress d

minority group children,. in'vicw of the prevalence of educational under-
.,

achievement in this group, and giv-r the present ambiguity in the diagnosis

mental deficiencies. In day-to-day operations, it'is a sImple matter to

substitute physiological deficit for genetic inferiority in which case

policy 'end programming proceeds as if the:latter:is the causal fatt r.

121m2zs,22hIslanation

Demdgraphic theories give emphasis to where children live and go to.

h 61 in explaining their c ucational achievement Coleman ( 9 6 ) found

that the academic perf r ance of blacic youngsters increased after attending

a pr viously all x. ite school Kleinb r 1935 found th t bl-ck youngsters

born in the Northern part of the U.' S sc red higner on I.Q 'tests than did
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their newly arrived cou t rpa-t- from the southern part of the country.

However, the differential tended to washout over time, as the southern born

youngsters remained in the North, app,rently reflecting the positive benevolent

influence of the northern 'setting Thus, it is asserted that-large numbers

of lower-status children, whose families -igrated from southern to northern

states, brought with them the consequences of segregated and inferior

educational experiences -(Pettigrew, 1964). If this were .the controlli- ,t

factor, one would exp ct a direct positive relation between length of time

in t e "better schools" and increase in academ c achievement. Such a trend

Was noted in the 1930's, but it did not continue beyond the 1950' (Clark,

1970). In recent years, the eVIdence suggest that there.is no difference

in educational achievement between those children who spend all their-lives

In Northern inner- Ity urb n schools, and those .71ho migrated from the couth.

72,NLE112121cal_ Explanations.

Psych logical the ries which er.phaize variable such as individual

motive Self-image, delay of gratification, anxiety, achievement_expect-

ancy, etc.-, as an explanation of the-educational achievement of oppressed

If
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and poor children conte_d that lower-status children are.low in achievement

motivation (Rosen, 1959; Mussen, 1993; Deutsch, 1960)3 unrealiatically

high in aspirations levels (Katz, 1968; Ausubel:a d Ausubel, 1958;

Deutsch, 1960' Johnson, 1941); that black youngsters have incomplet self-

.

R 1967; Cordeon, 1965; Coles, 1965; Ausubel and Au -11e1,

1965), negative self-images and a preference for things white oshansky

and Newton, 1968; Rainwater, 1967;. Stevenson and Stewart, 1958; Morland,

1962; Coodman, 1992) and tha' lower-status youngsters have an inability to
-

delay gratification (gischel, 1961 and 1 6) and ard frustrated when

req ired to learn or are held to high educational standards Proshansky and

Ne n---, 967). It is also contended that academic aspir.ations are depressed

by the effects discrimination on previous and present generations and

:hat the e children a d their families re eive no P onomic or social awa

which they can realistically hope to attain through academic achievement

ds

(Proshansky and Newton, 1967). Students havinv these social-psychological

handicaps, combined with low motive. ion, are expected to be inattentive,

hyperactive, hostile, and aggressive.
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While such explanation., assert the academic retardation is a

consequence of these motivational and behavioral handicaps, it

coneeiv ble that these handicaps are a consequence of the educational

deprivation these children experience. Regardless of the explanation,

when one finds a disproportionate number of psychologically impaired

children in a school system, one cannot realistically deal :uith this pro-

blem in terms of individu.al clinical methods and therapy, but must address

rather the problem of bringing about the necess ry.changes within the

educational system itself which roduces'such casualties.

Sociological cultural) Explanations

The last explanatory category, sociological explanations, exphasizes

cultu anderivironmental differPrces as ermining factors

the low academic ac ievement of 'nori y group students and as placing

limitations on the students' ability to prefit'from formal educational

-experiences. Some specific environmental features cited as inhibiting

1-Jearning'are neighborhood 'Crime and delinquency <Miller, 1958);-broken--

mes 1953;-Mischel, 1961); povettythichser4s children to school



wi lout break_ast, without adequate rest, and which prevents parents from

pr viding quiet places of study Deutsch, 963; Sexton, 1961). -Other

facto-s cited include overcrowded living quarters, dete iorated and-un-

sanitary housing no books in the home and the strong influence of peers

among lower status chdren, a condition interpreted as adversely affecting

3

the desire to pursue academic learning. The linguistic patte ns of lower-

status, particularly black,-children, also are said to act as inhibitors

academic learning (Whit Aan and Deutsch, 1967; Ausubel, 1964). Considerable

a

evidence has been adduced to demonstrate that blacks have developed

struCturally differentia ed diale tal vari_nts f English an other. European

languages, indicating et nic dIsinctivenassj-_ ar AS of expres ive cul ure

(Kochman, 1972; Stewart 1965). These findings are t. he base of t. he cultural

difference .yp thesis. The difficul y turns on e point that the school

curriculum I_ based on "standard ish !a faCtor gith Ipresumably pres ents

thbIàckciIdwith a P omethean b r Ler tóacademic mastery.. This

position appears -Lc posit a separation of black su5aulture a.-ad main ream



culture as a central ass- 'Lion, However an alternative p_ ition could

be developed EisPft. 'n a biculturation assumption. The decisive fact ,.- is

that h' schools do not reflect bicultural or ethnic pluralism in its

structure aal tioning. It should be noted that the data cited shows a

consis ent relationship between social and cultural status.and- academic

achicvmen, and on this basis a causal relationship is assumed to exist.

But it is critical -o note that no causal relationship hag been demc,nstrated.

ociologi2al explanations are ac.c.e ,ed thn the most direct way

-

to increase academic achlev emen:L of stude -s w o are ciietims of their

conditions is tb ehange th

sitate a vast progra

ont.i ions, an approuch u.=ch would neces

socil flanga. Howev there is eviience that

the acade hievemee cially devalued ch ldran c

he pattern of socioicIcal deprive,_1

exPlaOation should be applied cautiously. It provides an all too

easy rolita, to -abnevtion of respcinsibilitysince improved education would

have to await Ula.ssive changes in other societal features and, as such,
, _



is a formula for maintaining the status quo in the schools. Wi -ess the

Nixon administration's approach to the interrelated problems of defacto

.segregation of schools d segregated housing patterns in the north.

Furthermore, as Clark (1970) indica es, those in control of the public

schools do not haVe significant deeision making Power within the larger

ciety. The only processes over whjch t ey have effective control is

education. . Thus,.it is in'that domai- that they must exercise their power

to improve the quality of education. Besides, only when educational quality

held constant will-t e influence Of other factor8 :on learnin

-ascertail- ble.

In assessing urrent endeavors to educate-m nority children

and Wilk rson ( 966) make the following observations:

Gordon

Most of. what is beinc, done in the area curriculum
hange is being done in a tradition of..unscientific
innovation . . . Many of the innovations consume
considerable Lime and money. Few of them are based
on identifiablle premises or viable hypotheses. Very
often these innovations appear to have resulted from
isolated, poorly controlled trial and error discoveries

. For example,, there is, little evidence or theo-
retical basis for,judging either homogeneous or,heterci-
geneous groupings,,as_providing the more effective learning

. situation. Homo,geneouS grou-inc, may, indeed, provide au
easier-teachin7 situitient in practice it often serves
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simply to segregate the minority group children
from their more privileged peers. Given the evi-
dence suggesting that segregat5on is, per so, a
handicap to the achievement of educational quality,
and given, in addition, the school problem of the
time, it might be well for school systems to examine
the premise on which they have overwhelmingly
adopted homogeneous grouping. It is quite possible
that the more difficult teaching.situation provided
by heterogeneous greuping is also the more productive
in the total development of the child." (p. 169)

- Gordon and Wilkerson make a similar erit cis- for certain strue-

tural changes in the programs, such as team teaching, utilization of

technology, modifications in teathe -pupil r tio, etc. Assuming the

foregoing,to be a valid analysis, the greatest contribution behavioral

science can make to the educational process, as It applies to these

children would seem to be twofo

retical ana empirical basi for p

proVi ing the necessary theb-

ogram development and (2) bringing

the the retical and methodological frameworks of behavioral

bear on the theoretical and app ed problems of

ciente to

ducation. T9 speak more

_

specifically, it. is-the i4riter's conviction that the fundamental contri-

bution the behavioral and social sciences can make to the process of

edu jcatingower-status th.,children would bee identification of patterns
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of interre.lateclne-ss of individual learner characteristics, characteristics

of the individual's social context, and outcomes in the teaching-learni

process. This position rests on the assumption that explanations based

on dimensions or variables in a single domain cannot account for the cur-

rent level of academic performance of oppressed children, as a- group, nor

can they provide a basis for remedy.

If .the foregoing is valid, then the question becomes what does be-

haviora science have in the way of theoretical frameworks Methods, and

_empirical findings qhich'reflects or stem from this_interactive point

of vlew? An examination of relevant literature is instructive. In re-

viewing the iteratu e one is'stkuck by the extent to which lower-status

minority children,- particularly black child n4 are sepa ated

even conceptually, and the further separation of Ailackchil an and bla-ck

amines from the black commUnity. But the most, glaring factor concerns

the separation f-the blac,:e mmu y from.the s OU ding white community.

It, seems obvioUs that we who-are concerned about, black children must think



a

about them in relation to black families and tho black community, never

forgetting that this entire configuration s embedded in a society which

devalues everything black.

A second realization occurring w th.great impact on the writer,

concerned the essentially negative nature of research findings and It er-

'pretations as they pertain to lower-status and particularly:black chi d en.

Findings.froma variety of sources converge to indicate the black child's

incomplete self image (Rainwater, 1967; Gordon, 1965; Coles, 1965; Au:3ubel

and Ausubel, 1963)- his negative self image and preference for thin s "white"

nd_Proshansky and Newton, 1968;, Rainwater, 1967; Goodman, 1952; C

C1rk, 1947 Stevenscin an
...

Stewart 1958;:.Radke TracTer, 1950; Mo and,

1962; Landreth and Johnson, 195 his rejectionof an cxprassed hostility

toward his own

Clark, 1947).

roup Goodman, 1952; S evenson and Ste7art, 1958. Clark and

If it is the casp that the black child feels disdain or hatred for

-his group, therefore, for himself, and experiences himself as incomplete,



as indicateC above. then one would expect such.factors to have negative

effects on his beha ior and experiences. Report d research findings

which can be subsumed under two categories, nitive and affective

status", and "achievement orientation" converge to support hypothesized

effects. The literature shows the black child to be characterized by Ugh

anxiety level (Feld and Lewis, 1961; ill and Sara on, 1966; Sarason, et. al.,

1960; Palermo,.1959; Ca17e11, 1959); a high level of maladjustment

.(Rainwater, 1967; Haykin, 1957) and neurot Ism (Hammer, 53), given to a

rejection of her bla (Yarrow, 1958 ) he is shown as hav ng an inability

lay gratifiCation (Mischel, 1966, 1961 b) presumably a critical fact

in immature, criminal and-neurLti behavior Mówrer:andlalman$ 1945 as

having low level orientation toward achieveent (gischel, 1961 b), a prone-

ness to ard delinquency Cgisc e 1961 confusion of zxual identity

or ss sex role adoption (Burt° 196]., Ilofanson and- 6alden 1960,

-Lott and Lott, 1963 Selare 1953 and a sen e of little personal control.

vrbsenvironment presu ably a weakness :(Crandall, et a1, 196).
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ellectual functioning is typically at the low.average to borderline

ran e and accompanit by poor ability for critical thinking - analytical

4
and synthetical (Barnes, 1969).

Findings from the "achievement domain" showe black younosters as

low in achievement motivation (Rosen, 1959; Mussen, 1953;.Deutsch, 1960;

lelland,- 1961); or as unrealistically high in aspiration levels (Ratz,

5
196 Ausubel.and Ausubel, 1958; Deutsch, 1960; Johnson, 1941 ), and as

.low in expectancy.of st s (Katz 1968;-teTcourt and Ladwig, 1965).

Placi the black youngster within the context 6. the black family gene-

rates the follocang image. The "Negro" family Is portrayed as having

a distinct lift Style, different from all othe'r segments of. the Socie

hen not the father has deserted the family; the mother,

frustrated bec u e her own unfulfilled need d yishe r a-ts har

d rejects the .children.. Her frustration generally is a 'causal" facto

her h ving more legitimate' hildren The children In turn, react

1

to this ho tile atmosphere by becoMing aggressive, nontrusting, and un ducable.
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'They exporience unusual difficulty in differ ltiating between male and

female roles, and cross-role adoptions are the rule. By aae 3 or 4 years

the black child is aware of racial differences fncli knowledge of the

usual associated stereotypes, but is slow to make racial distinction and

parents °the are not able to help him with questions and anxiety around

'black-white issues and concerns. frequently chooses white dolls and

.

white friends and oft n identifies himself as qhite, or shows a pai_ned
2

reluc

fest

-ice to "admitting" he is islegro." While much of the direct mani-

of "sel -hate" diS ppears by'seven or ei lt.,years of age, definite'

. -

'Indications of it still exist later, for example, shooting dope to escape

the-ima-e,or "pimPin6 and having- ille Itimat_ children deny it.

Thus, the attention biVen so far to characteristics of lower tatus

child en has g en rise to sweeping generalizations, any of highly

questiPnable validity-. The tendency-is to identify ce tain conditions

and characteristics . found frequen 1 in some lower-status children and then

to assui,ie thbse factors I?, be typical the group. As indicated earlier.
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concurrence between certain conditions and certain characteristics and

,low academic achievement is given a causal interpretation. Furthermore,

the foregoing configurations of findine's and projections tell the

whole ory? The writer thinks not. Theoreti.cal exp

questione

atio can be

grounds of their failure to account for the full

spectrUm of findings in the various empirical tudies; for example, what .

about that 33% to 77% in .the Glark (1949) studies, or the 0% in The

Greenwald and Appenheim study (1968), or the 46% to 68% in Morland's

(1962, 1966) studi

1Ves?" How does on

evel black6

did not select white dolls a being "like the

unt for Boyd's (1952) findings of higher aspire-

whites when groups were latched fOr age,

nd socio conomic status. Lott nd Lottts study (1963) su gest that

bla ks can: have arid reanstie levels Of

It is of inter t to no e at when empirical results are not consistent

ccupatione aspirations.

.with theoretical_expectancy, usually they are intepreted-so as to be con-

sistent with

level"

p ctations. ,The concepts of "unrealistic (high) aspiration

,

or !'overachiever" seem to serve that purpose. Since the validity



of a theory is contingent unon its ability to ex lain and predict, in

these instances one has to wonder about theory-conserving operations.

The history of this country is replete with instances of the creation

of theories to demonst ate the inferiority of blacks; theories which can

provide justification for t oppression of blacs; selfLserving theories

directed to maint ining the oppressor'27 illusions of his own innate

superiority (Stamps, 1956).

Historically, biological or genetic factors have been invoked as

explanatory modes to account for the status of blacks; tod v the vogue is to

Call forth environmental factors as explanatory modes. However, a& the

writer has noted alsewhere Birnes, it. is o- srna1lbnefiL to blacks

whether an enVironmental hypothesis is chosen over a genetic hypothesis,

f explanation remains-at the level of the black individual or family

and does -not begin to d-al with forces in the larger society, in which case,

conte-pora y soci.1 depriVation the--i S may be viewed as -ubS. tuting

environme



Also, as stated earlier,

-2.2-

st of the tl !Thretical explanations for I

academic achievement cited. tend to locate its causes within t e child

and his family. Now, manifestly, it is logical to have the remedy,

designed for intervention into a condition, rest upon one's concept of

its causes. Thus, if the causes of academic failure .on- lower-status

children are deem d to be within the child or his family, then this will

be the point of focus change. If it is thought to also reside within

tha social context of the child and family; that domain qill be emphasized

as well. Th6 basic orientation implicitly or explicitly adopted by the

social scientisci-will move lim in one direction-or another in ,theory and

research.

It is the writer's position that if the behavioral and seeial sciences

. are to realize their full potential in terms of the contributions they can

ma e to the education of black and other opprepsed mincrity children, they
:

must modify theory-and the research flowing therefrom such that the child and

his family are not viewed in Isola ion ni heir socIal conte ts, This

-odification of perspec ive on part the behavioral and social
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scientists in their study of the academic performance of blacks and other

oppressed children. Another critical feature of the theoretical positions

and empirical studies,c --d concerns their failure to view the black

communiy as highlY complex and structured system that it ir. The,

black writ r Ralph Ellison (19 placed this issue in perspective when

. asked by a group of young black w iters to comment on how they might mo

accurately portray the complexit the human condition, using the bla k

experience as a theme. Ellison, among other things, stated that the black

iter would never see his subje--c so long as he accepted the black

family as a broken one and a matriarchy or of Harlem as "piss on the wall

and blood on the stairs. Suchstereotypes,as all ste eotypes, have some

grain o h in them, but thay o not come close to re leeting the

pOex ty of the black condition . . ." (P. 87).. In face of this it is

interesting to note that the concentration he literat re is on the lowest

in-ome -Most oppressed black families and -individuals. The findi os

this gr u- are used as -an index t "understanding," "explaining, and
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"describing" blacks. Obviously; to utilize information from this narrow

spectrum of the black populati n as- a basis for describing, explaining and

predicting for blacks creates conditions ross error. This practice

probably explains soffie of _e contradictions and paradoxes in'the litera-

ture regarding blacks.

The writer, then, is arguinc, that social and behavioral scientists

-must be aware of the proto-assumptions of the theoretIcal. positions and

research methodologies with which they approach the stu y 'of blacks

generally, if these fields are to yield their full potential with respect

this se bent of the population. The perspective advanded here eMphasizes

the 1,nterdependence of the black child and fami_y with other levels

-
society, and e phasizes the recognition of the black community as complex

social sy tem. Further, this perspective shifts the focus from the behaviors

i.ndividuals to recur int r hanges between people, .e., to the

has any validity, it raises implications

. to s bjcct its
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theories concepts and methodelogies, as applied to opPressed minority

groups, to careful scrutiny, with a view toward assessin how they operate

when black people are the object of their f cus. The significance of this

as e tion seems obviouS when one reflects on the nature and fun tion of

theories, concepts, etc. Theories have their origin in the need t- under-

stand, explain, or predict phenomena, an activity each of.tis engages in

daily, implicitly or explicitly. Theories or their concepts may be ordered

-

along the following continuums: implicitness-explicitness, specificity-

generality, concreteness-abstractness. The theories of physics are

characterized by explicitness, generality, andabstractness. The leVel of

_ .

development of those of behavioral and social science are somewhere between

the polar points of the continua They -ere and are developed by those

having.e. Wes e _7Ani o-European heritage, in:order to describe, explain

and unders nd the beilavior of those fro that same heritao.e. It is

le iti ate to inquire -s towhethér theeconstructions, as they st

ive valid eplanations when applied to t o e- who do no fully
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share that heritage. We 'know that ostensibly, the same be,a-' r, arising

in different contexts may have different significances. The obvious case

regards similar behaviors arising in diffe ent cultures.

Kelman (1968) has produced a. cogent analysrs of the role of social

values in the development of science. It is his contention that not only

values d I would a d, perspective) determine the directions scienL-ific

activity takes at any given time, but they also influence methodological

considerations. Values direct the choice of theories or models, directs

focus, whether on strengths or weaknesses, :n- influences the nature of

definitions of behavioral eVents. Definitions of events by members of the

privileged majority often a e negative in connotation.as.applied to-blacks,

and other oppressed minority groups. Whi e, .(1970) analyzes seve al concepts

in cognitive and,dynamid schools of psychology such as "disadvantagement,'"

"broken family, e 'noting underlying assumptiorcs of deficiency

abnormalit) as path 1 gy. e

dominant society are built int

h ludes that the cultural valu_ of the

he definitions, and ca ry adverse implicati ns

f what is "normal," "healthy
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"deviant," "pathologic etc., tnust relate to the condition_, of a groups'

existence, to its Interests, and to what it conceives as socially desirable

and socially undesirable. Total acceptance and application of white

definitions of "health, 'pathology," "growth," "delay of gratification,

etc. to blacks leads to the ironical situation Barbara Sizemore (1968) so

ably articulates in the "A/B" conceptualization. The paradigm is as

follows: A creates a set of conditions for B. If 3 is,to survive he must

respond in those ways having survival value. A defines this behavior as

"sick" or "abnormal," but, fact-, B's response is natural and appropriate

to the conditions. A response which A would call normal would not have

survival value for . The plain facts ae that blacks and whites do pot

live in he same social reality. That wnich is deviant behavior for a white

might be healthy for a Black and vice versa. Rosa Parks' refusal to sit

in the proper

.deviant hehavi

pl
ce" that bus in Montgomery in 1955 was problem or

from the va ta e point of whites in the an

How o ld you define the behavior of a.bright 13 year

'the more. ehumanizing housil 8 proje

lobellum south.

old living in one of

in Chicago qh0 almost daily, during
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the school week, had the choice of fighting or running, but who chose to

fight? This child was referred to me with the complaint of being overly

aggressive and hypersensitive to provocation. Clearly the healthy

response in this situation is not running i.e, if we ere concerned

about the youngsters s l -esteem, and psychological survival. The

critical issue here concer the perspective from which behavioral.events

are defined. yor example, certain behaviors of black youth have been

defined from the perspective of the dominantculture as "apathy or lack

communication with the school." From the black perspective, this same

behavior might well be defined as " ilure of school officials (decision

makers) to provide the black cbmmunity with neded educational concep

strategies, and tactics for_suecessful coping with a hostile, white environ-

ment";-or majority designated "low achievement pressure, or failure to help

the parents or mother to help,the-c_ild develop the behaVior necessa to

translate hi h level motivatio con rete performance.behaviors as

the exclusion of black parents from a social system which use race as a
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roups from full paricipa

"pessimism about future life chances as "the exiStence of racIsm in

America and its legitimation by social and behavior scie ists who

study the consequences ,and victims rather than the cause of rampant hite

racism."

In addition to the operation of values and perspective the formal

.

definition of terrns and selection of variables are their role in the

-operational definition of variables, an example being "deferred gratifi-

cation" a d its attendant, "time or tation, where the lesser of two

values ch "low" over the greater one promise "tomorrow, is designated

"inability to delay" and is indicative of a "rèsent tirne " orientation,-

mably a negative attribute. This is contrasted to behavior o

the middl -dais indivi u 1 who chooses the object of

*delivered to

u e-tim 1 1

orrav d is, thus said-- to have "delay

ater value to be

pacity" and a

)rientatIon,Iá:pos itive attribute . The writer could argue

that the former behavior on part of a black or other oppresed minority



person demonstrates their insight into social reality and is consistent

with healthy copIng techniques. The difference between the two individuals

lies not so nuch in their different orientations to tine as in their

different orientations to future time, or more specifically,

actual futures. The future orientation of the middle class person pro-

.sumes,among other things an adequate supply of resources to be invested

in the future, and a belief that the future will be sufficiently s. ble to

justi y his investment, and to permit utilization or consumption of his

investment at a time, place, end manner of his own choosing and to his

greater satisfaction. In other words, the system provides the latter with

real alternatives. It is precasely the socially devalued Childs' awareness

of the future that moves him in the direction of bird in the -tend." It.

is instructive in this regard to observe the behavior of investors on Wall

Street hen,.events iceur t: p.oduce uncertainties:in thefuture. At such

Imes their selling and buying beh viors ha e all the earmarks of t ose

,

7
belled y to d y" and preent-tirne orientation In other words,



social and behavioral _ ientists must examine carefully their operational

definitions, and must ask themselves if the same set of operations defining

concepts such as "female-dep dence, "unresolved oedipal conflict,"

"deferred -ratification, etc., can be applied with equal effectiveness

and validity to all segments of the society; particularlythose whose life

conditiOns differ markedly from those of mainstream Americ,.

The writer submits that the objec iOns raised throughout the dis-

-

cussion point to factors which militate against behavioral.and social

sciences making the maxi um,contribution to the education of black and

--

other oppressed minority children. The question, then, becomes: are

there alternatives to the preseht order? The wri er'S response is a

confident "yes."

The perspective advanced in thIs disc ion with its emphasis on the

interdependence of chi d and f&milyiwith other leve s of society,

heterogeneity of blacks, other oppressed groups), the recognition o

the'bla k community as complex soci l system -the shift of. focus from
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behaviors of individuals to recurrent inter hanges between people, is an

aiternaLIe, and may properly be called a social systems approach. It

addresSes many of the objections raised to the current modal approae

refleetir Ihite-Anglo Perspective.

The system conception as put forth here has been called by some an

"aggregate" or "growth and development" model while those perspectives which

focus on the-individual:or his family have been called_flmental health,"

-"treatment, or "pathology" model (Adelson, 1970;-Sizemore, 1939).

Fundamental conceptual distinctions characteri

approach._ The spelling out of. ome

these two modes of

air. distinctions will facili ate

our grasp of some o the assumptions underlying the various th oretical and

methodolo&ical approaches currently in use.

Cetaparison and Contrast of .Two Conceptual ApproacheS to Human Behavior

The Mental Health Model focuses on the individual in an attempt to

unders a d or resolve a proble . There is an Implicit assumption that

the individual is responsible for his condi ion. The aggrctgte or systems

model is socia -psychological econom c pol ca and hio1ogical-cLIitura 1.
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This model is concerned with sys=-ms and subsystems, soci 1 and psych lo-

gical, in interrelationship. In research, the point of focus is inter-

change between systems. As an approach, it does not focus on

unidimensional explanations. For exampl'e1 in attempting to understand

the determinants of the present pattern of educational performance of

lowe tatus children, it would look for compl-x patterns. inter-

relatedness Of class, cultural, social, and racial inequities, and their

various effects upon the student and outcome of the teache -learner inter-

action. It would recognize that a change in context may be attended

by a change in relationship on the part of.those who are part of the

-

system. This approach With altered interpretations w_ich take 1

considcraLioi the envir nmental or social context of thcs e studies possibly

can be in to put some of the various findings regarding blacks into a

coherent scheme..

For the Nbntal 11,.alth Nodal, community tends to be def-ned as a

political unit, a place from where the subject or as a ge phit

unit. The Agg egate Model views the individual in relation to the
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community, defined as "system of systems" and vicws the community as in

dynamic interrelations ip in a larger system. The theoriLs and concepts of

such sociologists as Parson (1951), Parson and Bales, 1 5 Billingsley

0968 Tonnies (1957), Durkheim (1951), Cooqey (1962); and psycholo-

sr,ists Such as Lewin (194 , M- d (1934), and Sarbin (1954), among others,

'provide the basis -for a new approach to t inking about man and his con e-

From the point of vie of the "Mental health" Nodal, when

alone is con -red, the focus is on intran chic tors such

8

individual

superego, etc. From the Systems point of view the concepts utilized cor ider

ch aspects as system boundaries, open and closed systems, roles, statuses,

structure, communication, communication barrier von Bertalauffy, 1966),

ntra and intersystem relationships (Cartwright and Zander, 1960), etc.

All of.these variables can add to our understanding of the relations

*individuals to their social contexts.

The Mental Health Model focuses on pathology, deficienCies, etc.,

while the systems model has the goal of exploring.the conditions which

impede or stimulate positive functioning or growth. To this end, the



base, in research, is on "normal" growth processes'and the social Systems

which influence them. The 7ental realth :Model focus insists that the line of

causation runs from the individual to society. For example, Noynihan's

analysis of the black family in which he concludes that the black family

is a"tangle of pathology" assumes the family to be responsible for the plight

of the black American. This is tantamount to asserting that society is the

creation-of'the family. But actually, the family is roduct of society.

In. System terms', the line of causation runs from. s-ciety to community, to

family, to individual and not t e reverse. The Weakness, etc. of the indi-

vidual family do not cause poverty and racism, the true patho

afflicts all blacks.

h

From the perspective of the "Mental Health" Model evalation or asses

went is program focused, and in terms of the e plicit.eriteria to which the

program is addressed. It.does .not recognize that any program has both

intended and unintended outcomes. In the systems model, the individual-in-

relations-to-his-social-systems is studies for insights nd understandings
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which may:lead to social action as well as to information regarding the

status of the program, with refere ee to the criteria it seeks to achieve.

The concept of systems has been treated comprellensively by Bertalanffy

(1966). In his treatment of General Systems Theory (GST) Bertalanffy states

that eneral systems theory contends that there are principles of systems

in general or in defined subclasses systems irrespective of the nature

of.systems or their components, or of the relations of forces between diem."

.(p. 708) -Thus, GST is general in that it attempts to ex .tine all types of

systems. A system is an organization of elements united in a form of regular

interaction and interdep ce. .GST as an app'oach to organizing and looking

at phenom non is thus, applicable to the cell :.(hiologic 1 system to the

individual (psycholo _al system to groups or society (social system,

The focus of the'perspective offered here __ on pSycholog_cal And .social

s--tem

Theconcept of a:sociAl system has-been treated comprehensively by

Talcott Parson 951 and a sociates (1955). A social system is an
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aggregation of social roles or persons bound toget_er a pattern of

mutual interactIon and interdependence. It has boundaries which Elriable

us to dEstinauish tle internal from the external environment and t- ically

is a system for social units smaller than itself

for social units larger than itself.

While grossly Oversimplified, the black family as a social system

has been diagrammed by Billingsley (1968 ) as indicated in Figure 1. As

in turn, a subsystem

-
depicted, the family is embedded in a network of mutually interdependent

relationships with the black community and wider society. Just as the

family is a subsystem of the black community, so are var u_ patterns of

interactions (dyads:_ father-son; mother-dam hter; b

grandmother7mother-daughter, etc

ther-system; triads:

subsystems of the family, ch 'for

them is a social system. 'The individuals in these various patterns, in

turn are subsystems to the larger interactive patterns, dyad, triad, etc.,

within the fami]y.

A key consideration in all of this concern: the m- tually interdependent

rel tionS existing between the fapily and its embers, on the one hand, and
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the family and the black community, and the black community and wider

-society on the other hand.

The educational subsystem is among those having an Impact on the

community and, through it, the family. It may be, among other things,

that the nature ol the relationship of tha' family to the community, and

turn, the nature of the intercheiges between scho 1 and Community are

key factors in _ academic achievement of the child. It may be that when

the interchan es between the school and the child's community and family

are mutually su por ive, the school taking an initiating role in making

itself a pert of -he child's community, academic achievement is positively

affected. This perspective also conceIves of b acks as the highly complex,

heterogeneous, diverse peoP that they are. Even though, in this country

black peop e are viewed as a group apart from other people, and es showing

common intragroup attributes, behavrs, and conditions, great variations

are al o obvious. Billing ley (196 offers the concept ."ethnic subsociety"

as a means of capturing this duality. This concept was taken from
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Milton Gordonvs theoretical work Assimilation in meijean Life

An ethnic g oup is ed as a relatively lar configuration of .people

with "shared feeling of peoplehood." In this society, such groups are

organized around race, religion, natiol I origin, or some combilation

of these. ,Gordon states that, common to the ethnic group

is the social-psychological element of a special sense
of both ancestral and future-oliented identification
with the group. These are the 'people' of my
ancestors, therefore, they are my people, and will be
the people of my children pnd their children, With
membe.irs of other groups I'M.ay share political parti-
cipation, occupational relationships, common civic
enterprise, perhaps even an occasional warm friend-
ship, but in a very special way, which history has
decreed, I share a sense of indisolubie and intimate
identity with this froup and not that within the larger
-society and the world. (p. 29)

This conception seams to r fleet the reality of the e;fistence of black

people. It also reflects the growina black coriscIousness or awareness

black peoplehood, which is evolving at a rapid rate in.black communities

throughout the country. While blacks are one,- as members of a color caste

,system, and by virtue of their common peoplehood, they are not a homogeneous

mass. Billin sley (196 has depicted the black comm ity as an ethnic

subso-iety as: indicated in Figure 2.

40
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Billingsley's conceptual model ma _s use of three dimensions in

descrbing the black community as an ethnic subsociety. They are social

dimensions on which members within an ethnic group vary, namely, social

class, rural or urban residence, and region of the couttry lived in. For

our purposes then, black groups are not only blacks to be compared or con-

trasted with whites, they may also be upper class, middle c.lass, or lower

class, with northern, southern or western residence, with urban or rural

b ckgrounds, and si nificantly they may be meaningfully compared and con-

sted with each other. Consider the additional complexity added by

further distinctions within an overall class.level, e.g the lower class

_

divided o the non-workino poor, the working poor and the wor ing non-

poor.

As indicated fry Billingsley (1963) t e significance of socIal class

is not to be-able, to make'statements such as.middla class whites and blacks

have more in common than do middle and lower class blacks, etc. Such a

formUlation obscures mo e then it reveals, and falls to make a distinction
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between the different types of identities people share; Gordon (1964)

conceptu lizes two types of identIties people share: historical and p rti-

cipational identification.

With a person of the sacle social class lut of different
ethnic group, one shares behavioral similarities but not
a sense of peoplehooi. With those of the saze ethnic
group but different social class one shPres the sense of
peopiehood but not behavioral similarities. The only
group which meet both these crieria are people of the
same ethnic group and social class. (p. 53)

As Billingsley (1968) suggestS, even.thou-h social class lines among

blacks are less rigid than among other ups, social class distinctions

within the black community do provide a dist net basis of differentiation

which helps to condition the lives of blacks: 'Hence, one wou d expect

differential responses to external impingements or interchan7 s with the

various subs stems by people located at different positions in the strueture,

differentia_ responses or interchanges that-have implications for minority
. .

children's developmental status generallyand educational achievement

in particular.
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Summary and for

the perspective brought forth in this papa): argues for new directions

in the educations of oppressed minority groups, and addresses needed assess-

ment of the theories, concepts, and methods of the social and behavioral

sciences as applied to members of these groups, requisite to a fully

meaningful contribution to innovative efforts in this area. A critical

strategy necessary to break the familiar c,- e involv s an -xplicit

recognition of the minority child's community, group, and culture. The

learning environment must become a part and supportive of the child's

community. This perspective considers the wh 'le child, recognized that he

has both cognitive and affective needs, that he come from a family, which

exists as a part of an ethnic subsociety, which, itsell'is part of a larger

society, which devalues the child, his family, and his community, and

recognizes that the process of education must sddress itself to these

dimensions explicitly. The behavioral and social sciences can play a

critical role in this process by facilitating this endeavor. Even where

43
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co nitive achievement does occur, it is not enough if such achievement is

attained at the exclusion of the child's own culture. Fan n's Blaot, Faces

and White Ma&cs speaks eloquently to the pernicious effects of educe ion

attaine the latter terms. In ef=ect, it l ads to "gaining, tho braIn

but losing the s_ul." Thus, the social and behavioral sciences mus

address these issues if they are to be positive forces in the educational

process as it acts u on th " c

keentrel implication of this p,L-spective is the necessity for a

definition of educational progra ms especially childhood education,

include a total developmental app -ach. This change in definition wOuld

require a shift in focus in the evaluation process from the.child

c nceive rinarily as a cognitive subsystem) to the whole person-

0-'al-context, not as a fragmented being separated from. his

surrounding. Gpven this, perspective, research on a partioul-- problem

area would not be concerned only, with narrowly defined approach such as

the eva1uation of pupil eognitive change as a function of b'ing exposed
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to a program of eompenset ry education, but would,take into account those
wider experi nces which

influence growth, positively or negatively. There
also a criti al necessity for behavioral science research, concerned

with understanding and resolving social problems3 to be more explicit aboUt
its underling

assumptIons, values and goais.
Laboratory-based research

may be able to remain at the level of "pure knowledge, -knowledge for

own sake but research into problems
concerned with understanding

and resolving social prJ)blems cannot. Thus, a developmental model appears
to be the appropriate one for the behavioral sciences, as applied in this
area. This model incorporates growth as its value base. Academic mastery
may b -fe ed as a significant

aspect r t It must be realized
that neither the behavioral scientist or res archer, as a person, nor

the protesses or products of research are entirely value-free. The,

observations o the sócia 2,cientist cannot be carried.out from a wholly

external vantage7point, nor can the findings of social research stand
by themselves

cientifically valid facts about the world. Further, the
role of the social scien'iat cannot be totally sepra d from tha
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human being, of citizen, and of.participant in social action. Further,

definition of Lhe problem cannot be totally separated from those de ining

the problem. The selection of dimensions a d measuiement operations reflect

the cultural and value perspective of those dc-veloping the concepts,

defining dimensIons specifying operations, etc. Probably few would argue

that the majority of the research on black children today is received, e-xecuted

and reported out.of the white middle class.perspective, w-ith no meaningful

icipation 10/ blacks. Ditto for other oppressed minoritie8. There must

be a measure of black, brown and re_ perspective incorporated into behavioral

and social science scholarship.

Thege modifications In research on black and other oppress d minority

groups could lead to: (1) improvement in cial science scholarship -

through their impact on proble selection and formulation, on methodological

considerations, sbch as sampling, o rationalizing concepts, defining

concepts, specification of two-tailed statistical tests, interpretation of

a

findings, etc., a re_uction in the "wfili:e knbws best" diction, (3)

study of b_ ek people p-r se and thereby contrIbute -clarification to
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condition of blacks, as contrasted to viewing blacs as objects worthy of

study only when they can be compared to whites - an ethnocentric syndrome

of white behavioral and social scientists, a cessation on the part

of 6ehaviora1 and social scientists in the legitimation of societal myths

concerning blacks, which gives scientific respectability and justification

to white racism, individual and institutional, ahci (5) recognition of the

need for theories and methodologies that recognize the plural nature of

the society, and an accompanyi- ove al y from the White-Anglo Conformity

perspective wi-h its tendency to judge blacks and othar minority groups

outside'the contet of their unique history, their experience in this

country, and their contemporary-social conditions, which tends to see

deviations from it as negative in consequence.

Finally, the social scientist is confronted with the question as to

the nature of the social forces his research represents or his theories

'reflect. What is the nature of the social processeS they .help to foster?

What is the quality of the social values they help to promote? Rather

than hiding behind "scientifis objecti social and behavioral
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scientists, are called upon to assume their responsibilities for the human

beings in our .society and become monitors for social justice. The foregoing

represents some of the characteristics the writer would see in humanistic

behaviora] and social sciences. He believes that-these are the directions

future developments in soc al and behevoral sciences must Lake if they

are to serve all pe pies of the society and not merely represent and

protect and maintain the "White Ang o-Saxon Ideal."

48



- FIGURE 1

The Black Family as a ..ocial System (Adapted from: A. Billincsley, Black
'Families -in White America, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1968).

The _family is embedded in a matrix of rr.utually interdependent relation-
ships with the Black CoTmunity- 'and the '4ider Soci.etv.

There- are su!:'sytems within the family: Pusband-wife; Icther-scn; Fathmr-
daug;Iter,' Gi-andrzther-i7:stNer-dau:::hter, etc.

The Bi ack e=uni ty In ci uees : Schools , Church Lo,:7 Soci al Club,;
Funeral Societies, Or1 ized S:,,ste7s -of hustling-and ct a ir,tktJtcns .

T-ne Jid 5ociet7 consists of _major inStituticns: values, ooliticaI
,econ0i -nea '7,el :are a:ie. oaLl on s a s js LE
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FIbURE 2

The Black ComLiunity as an Ethz,lhic Subsociety Adapte from: A..3illindsley,Blac¼ Families in White- AmeMcan, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. _renticP-Eall, Inc.196 ).

This figure is-conceotual and does not reflect-exact sccial and oPc raphicdistribution of black population. In 1966 abeut 50=Vof all black fal! s ivedin Ur:Ian North, 23. ..; in-.Urban South and 23' In-Rural- South.

Usino.incoo. as an index o-7 social Class, abc-It 5.C!'; black fF.-%7A iesfall ifito Lower class, at-Jut 4 cr tcie clas_ a'z'out 10T; in Upper c ass.



FOOTNOTES

1. The findings reported by K. D. Clark, Dark Ghe : Di_ - SocielPower. New York & Evanston: Harper Torch Books (Harper & Row) 1965, concernsthe academic performance in reading and arithmetic o5 oppressed minoritygroup children in Harlem. It is important co note that the data reported
were generated by standard tests administered throughout the New York City
senool system. The same pattern of retarded performance was reflected
whether the standard used was "grade expectancy", perforreance norms ofNew York City school children as a whole, or the National Noreling group
for the standardine.e instruments used.

Even though the findings cited by K. B. Clark refer specifically toNew York City children, they are considered similar to the sit-aation prevail ngin other urban inner city school systems for these groups. The concept of
"accumulative deficit" Was coined by 1-1. Deutsch to describe the tendency onpart of poor black children to fall progressively behind in academic per-formance as they adv-nce through the grades. In the survey by J. S. Coleman,
et al.'EguL2.111y of Educational Onnortunitv. U.S. Department of H.E.W,
Washington, D..C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1966, for inform tionon a national sample.

2. The references Cited in each explanation-category are presented
.as illustrations of the work done in these.areas and not -representative as-exhaustive studies.

3. K. B. Clark, A Po sible ealitv: Design for the Attainment of
High Academic Achievement for the Students cf the Public Elementary &
Junior High Schools for Washington, D. C., New York, MARC, Inc., 1970, 3-11
summarized the theories of educational underachievement in this fashion.

4. E. Barnes in Cultural ketare- ion or Shortcomings of Assessment
Techniques, Selectee Convention Papers, CEC: Washineton, D.C., 1969,
criticizes recent relevant literature in this domain from the standpoint
among others of the status of the black comn-nity, family, and individual
within society. The criticisms brought to bear in this an:ticle are
relevant to other dimensions of functioning coeered in the current paper.
M. Deutsch, The Disadvantaged Child & The Learning Process; In H.A.
Passow (ed) Education in Depressed Areas. New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1963 treats this issue in detail
within the context of several background & performance variables. Th_
concrete & abstract modes are related to the nature & context of verbal
interchanges between the child & his parnts. D. P. Ausnbel, How
reversible are the cognitive & motivational effects of cultural deprivation?Implications for teaching the culturally deprived child. Urban Education,1964, 1, 16-38, :-ecuses on the difficulty black youngster_; experiencein switching from a concrete to an abstract mode.

5. Conceptualizations by B. C. Rosen, Race, Ethnicity, and the
Achievement Syndrome, American Sociological Review.; 1959, 24, 47-60, andE. Epps. correlates of Academic Achievement Among Northern & Southern Urban



Negro Students, J. Soc. Issues, 1969, 25, 55-70, point out the weaknesses
conceptualization in the areas of achievement motiVation and aspiration
levels. Epp's concepts of "hope ..)-r success and perceived probability
of success" make for greater precision in studies of achievement motivation
and provides a basis r clearer distinction between this concept and tb.--t
ofaspiration level. Roban's concetualization advances the ccncept of
achievement motivation by specifying these factors upo:; which achievement
motivation depends in this society. These three factors he labels col-
lectively as "achievement syndrome." The factorS are" INIcClelland's
"achievement motive," a personality charaeteristic; achievement-value
orientationS, involves a concern vith social mobility and behavior patterns
instrumental in pursuing long-term coals, and educational and vocational
aspirations, concerns the levels of academic and occupational achievements
desired by parents for their children and by the children 'themselves.

6. For a representative article providing
on research fin ing of development and functioni
and family, see Lee Rainwater, "Crucible of Identity: The Negro
Family," In T, Parsons & K. B. Clark (Eds.), The Negro Amer-iLcan,
Beacon P ess, 1967, 160-204.

7. B. Liebow, Telly's Corner. Boston.Little Brown & Co. 1967,
63-71 provides An analysis of this concept from the point of.view & life
conditions Of his street corner subjects. This analysis is forceful in
its demonstration of the criticalness of the relationship of definer to
the definition. It raises the.important question of havin input from
the community, from which sUbjecta come, into the process of defining
behavioral cvents-to be focused upon. It certainly raises serious question
about the practice of having a person from one cultural net give signi
ficance to behavioral events (define) arising from another cultural net.

a general picture, based
of blacks, individual

Low=,r-Class
BosLon,

8. A number of persons ha.%-ie begun to make use of these TrameworIcs in
therepuLic si_tuations, such as M. Jones, Therapeutic communitv, New York:
Basic Books, 1953; V. Satir, Conioint Family Therapy. Palo Alto, California:
Science & Behavior Books, 1964; R. NacGregar, et al. Nu1tp1e Impact
Therapy_Eith Families. Nec.7 York: MacCraw-Hill, 1906. A beginning is in
evidence in the research of Social Psychologist such as I. Katz,University
of Michigan, Edgar Epps, University of Chicago & C. Clark, Stanford Univer ity.
However, it :rs the case nevertheless that generally the community' of the
child is left out of investigations. However, in focus nc: on an increasingly
large segment of the child's social context, investigators seem to he getting
away from the tbridency to speak of the environment in terms of the
bistorical-co,tinuity theory and are beginning to focus on the role of sub-
systems in the behavior of lower-status individual & groups.
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